
8th October, 1977. 

Assassination Committee 
for theTruth 

Dear Harold, 

I am writing this with the knowledge that the articles are supposed to 
be published tomorrow..I was told so, but still won't believe it until I see 
the damn things in print. There is one BIG piece of news the editor made me 
swear to secrecy, and its thist he told me the articles are being syndicated 
with a paper in USofAl If this is so, I've really made it..and hope you ded-
icated people in America can reap some benefits from it. I gave your name and 
address to the paper as one of the top researchers I think is the best..I was 
asked to choose four. 

Everyone eems to think I am making a lot of money out of these articles, 
and on reflec ion, maybe I could have done so. But my only reason for writing 
and pushing for SOMEONE to publish nationwide, to inform the people just why 
we keep on digging into who killed JFK? If the reaction is as big as the edito] 
thinks it will be, maybe there will be some money involved there. But what the 
hell, as useful as money is, my reasons are straightforward, no strings, just 
publish: 

If the articles Kam are not in tomorrow, I don't know when they will be. 
All I can do now is wait until this evening, and then there should be a few TV 
adverts about it. 

Right now I'm isolated in a beautiful costal village in Cornwall. I had 
planned my two-week anual break before I knew when publication was due. In a 
way, I'm glad, as JFK, assassinations and the rest of the world seem unreal. It 
the sea shining & shimmering a few yards away, with palm trees gently waving 
which make it all unreal. Yorkshire is a bleak & chilly place, where I'm under 
pressure all day, so this break is for me to unwind and get ready to get going 
into my usual xixtmkx winter passtime: reading JFK & American politics, plus' my 
writing. Knowing from experience, I ask for my mail to be sent on so I can keel 
up with it. I went home to a mountain of mail the first year I took a break. 

I hope for all of us that we do hit the headlines tomorrow. I'm very nervoL 
and know I would be more so if I were at home. Being the sort of paper it is, ] 
do not know what they will say about me. The press usually write idiotic stuff 
after an interview. Because of the "political dynamite" as the paper calls it, 
the editor's name is on the byline. A feature will be included about me, statir 
its my material & orginal work which went into the paper doing "the first majoz 
investigation into the assassination of JFK, and what the Warren Report does NC 
say, yet does say."..Here's hoping.... 
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